Luddendenfoot Academy - Curriculum Overview Summer 2– Year 3 – Rainforests
English
Reading

Art & Design

Writing

Grammar

Write an information text
about rainforests (literacy link).
Factfile / short report about a
rainforest animal. • Create a
multimedia presentation about
rainforest climates (ICT Link). •
Compare and contrast their life
with rainforest tribal life – write a
diary entry of typical day in the life
of a tribal child.
•

Rainforest poetry

• Large class collage of the 4 layers of the rainforest

Charlie and the Chocolate factory

Study Henri Rousseau’s rainforest paintings.
Create own painting in Rousseau’s style.

Rainforest folk tales – How did the tiger
get its stripes.

Making dye from natural ingredients to dye cloth
Create Mola art on dyed cloth
Create tribal headdress and paint face

Mathematics
Place value,

Fractions

Review:

add and subtract fractions with
the same denominator within one
whole [for example,5⁄7 + 1⁄7 = 6⁄7 ]

estimate the answer to a calculation and
use inverse operations to check answers
solve problems, including missing number
problems, using number facts, place value,
and more complex addition and subtraction

solve problems that involve all of
the above.
Measurement

•

•

•

Compare durations of events [for
example to calculate the time taken
by particular events or tasks].
Geometry – properties of shape
identify right angles, recognise that
two right angles make a half-turn,
three make three quarters of a turn
and four a complete turn; identify
whether angles are greater than or
less than a right angle
identify horizontal and vertical lines
and pairs of perpendicular and
parallel lines.

know the number of seconds in a
minute and the number of days in
each month, year and leap year

Science Plants
identify and describe the functions of different parts
of flowering plants: roots, stem/trunk, leaves and
flowers
explore the requirements of plants for life and growth
(air, light, water, nutrients from soil, and room to
grow) and how they vary from plant to plant
investigate the way in which water is transported
within plants
explore the part that flowers play in the life cycle of
flowering plants, including pollination, seed
formation and seed dispersal
How have the plants in the rainforest adapted to their
environment?

• Children to research an animal and
produce a poster about the animal
. • Use internet to research and find facts
and pictures to support topic work. • Use
word processing to type up texts from
class and alter layout, developing word
processing skills.

Headdresses – Children investigate use of headdresses
to establish rank in tribes (Kayapo tribe).

Examine pictures of headdresses then design and make
their own. Hold a tribal ceremony wearing finished
headdresses.

find 10 or 100 more or less than a given
number

Computing

• Display work – children work together to produce a
rainforest display for the classroom – collage monsoon,
trees and animals for display.

Trips
Tropical World

Geography
Children use maps to locate tropical rainforests and other
features. They label rainforests, tropics, equator, continents
and oceans. • Exploring weather conditions in a tropical
rainforest and contrasting weather with our own. Children
to devise a weather forecast for a tropical rainforest,
present their forecast to the class. Explore what you might
need to take of entering a tropical rainforest. • Explore the
different layers of rainforest and life at each layer.

York Chocolate Factory

SMSC
•

British Values

Children will investigate that they are part of a vast
multi-cultural society and that everyone has
similarities and differences. This term we will also be
encouraging the children to be resilient and
inquisitive learners.

PSHEE
Finding out about the Fairtrade Foundation
and how it helps farmers around the world.

Desturction of the rainforest and its effects
on the indigenous people.

History
Finding out how the cocoa bean came to
Europe, and looking at different people’s
viewpoints of the product.
Learn about the live of indigenous tribes in the
Amazon – homes, food, daily life, headdresses
and face painting, medicine

Music
•

Children to link music to the life cycle of a plant –
explore the sounds for each stage of the cycle and
experiment with volume, instruments etc to
reflect each stage. • Perform compositions and
explore adding movement to portray life cycle in
dance to music.

P4C
What happens when all the trees are gone?
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